Key Findings

Information and Technology Manager:

This profession goes hand in hand with my interests and personality. Through this career, I would be able to use my knowledge in programming and information systems to lead and inspire my team to complete great tasks. With rational judgement being one of my strengths, I believe I would be able to thrive because people in this position makes decisions that affect a whole team and not just an individual. Currently, I am helping my dad create a website for a business that he hopes to carry out in the near future, which has given me experience using these skills in the real world. Through this project I have continued to enjoy the work, which pushes me to pursue a job applying similar skills.

Real Estate Management:

First off, I have grown up in a family with a history of real estate which helped shape my real estate knowledge. Additionally, with my coding skills I would be able to create a user friendly website for my company that would attract patrons. My interest in the market also plays an influential role in this job fitting my skill set. It is Imperative in Real Estate to know when it's a good time to buy or sell real estate. I have some personal experience in real estate from my grandfathers business, Habitat for Neighborhood Business which has the main purpose of increasing commercial investment in under-served neighborhoods. This has allowed me to see how investments in certain communities property influences its growth.
Top Values

Health:
Physical and mental health in my mind are the most important things in life and the business world. I have always been an active person, playing competitive soccer since I was 8 years old. Staying active, paired with a positive mindset and nutritional meals, has fueled my healthy lifestyle.

Self-Determination:
I believe that without self-determination, one would never complete a challenging task. This value coincides with success, as my most exceptional work is always because of the effort and time I put into it. While I could quit at times, I hold this value close to my heart as I continue to strive for greatness.

Adventure:
Adventures in my life are what have made me the person I am today. Whether it is traveling to experience a new culture, or deciding to complete a task outside of my comfort zone, I always grow as a person because of it. This value helps to make new connections and opens opportunities I would never have had in the first place.
Enterprise control fits right in with my authority-hungry mindset. I have always been incentivized by the aspect of power and leadership over a group of people. For example, I was the team captain for my soccer team in high school and an intramural team at IU. As I saw the captains before me, I knew I could and would lead the team effectively to ensure a successful season. Additionally, I often think in the big-picture mindset. This allows me to make decisions which may make things harder at first, but as time passes positive progress is made because of my determined mindset. Being able to set the game plan to a task gives me excitement. For example, I worked at a moving company this summer and after gaining experience and putting in a ton of time and effort, I was assigned to train the incoming movers. This let me shape and lead inexperienced workers into top tier employees. I was even named the top summer mover, and even received a bonus because of it. Examples like these reinforce my enterprise control interests and increase my involvement in similar situations, as I hope to lead my own business in the near future.
Interest Overview: Managing People and Teams

I have a significant interest in leading groups to become prosperous in the educational and professional world. I believe that my hard work is noticed by others, which gives me the opportunity to become a natural leader. I always give assignments, jobs, and relationships in life as much effort as possible in hope to aspire others to do the same. For example, last year in my K201 class, I lead our group by delegating sections for everyone to complete. Then, I reviewed everyone's work for possible improvement and changes. I then compiled our group's work and took on the responsibility to turn in our assignments in a timely manner. My energy and management skills aided our group to be successful. Opportunities like these are personally satisfying and confidence boosting for me. Being a very rational thinker and somewhat of a control freak, having the last say and the ability to overlook progress on certain projects has been and always will be an important aspect of my life.
Personality Type: Guardian Protector (ISFJ)

- I am a Guardian Protector (ISFJ). This means I am a hard-working, respectful, and dependable person that gets the background jobs done, thus keeping things flowing on and balanced.
- I love to work with teams and other people as I always keep an open mind to new ideas and views. However, I like to take the responsibility of completing jobs that others are either incapable or unwilling to complete. I don't often back down from a challenge, as I believe I can complete any task or assignment in reason. I am willing to put in the work behind the scenes to advance and lead myself and/or my team to triumph.
In-Depth Major: **Informatics (SICE)**

**Fit:**
Informatics is a perfect fit for my personality because it focuses on rational reasoning to connect the daily lives of people through information systems. I have found my I101 class to be my most enjoyable and rewarding class as I put in all of the behind the scenes code to get the product of a well running website or program.

**Unique to SICE:**
The SICE program at IU is exponentially growing because of the increasing shortage of labor in the tech industry. 84% of those that came out of the undergraduate Informatics program received a job straight out of college. With the growing industry, it offers the opportunity for me to lead my own company and climb the chain of superiority quicker. As employers rely on technology more and more, Informatics majors are high in demand, resulting in undergraduate students making on average around $60,000 straight out of school.

**Career Possibilities:**
- **Web Developer:** These people develop the websites look through certain programs and code to satisfy their needs or ones clients needs. This is a great fit for me as I enjoy the satisfaction of puzzling together terms, phrases, equations, and symbols to create a appealing and user friendly site.
- **Information Technology Project Manager:** These people communicate expectations, plan and monitor projects, as well as coaching and disciplining employees. I would enjoy this position as the leadership skills are crucial and I would put the time and effort to ensure my teams products are above par.
In-Depth Major: **Computer Science (CS)**

**Fit:**
This major focuses more on solving complicated problems in the world with computing. This major would be fitting as my self-determined and driven attitude would allow me to work tirelessly on assignment until I came to a solution. Furthermore, there are endless possibilities in the world of computer science, which intrigues my adventuresome values to simplify and solve problems that seem unimaginable.

**Unique to SICE:**
Again, being a major in SICE, computer science is growing area of study. They offer a program, where with just 1 more year of school, one can earn a Masters degree in computer science. This allows one to automatically raise their salaries even higher than the $70,200 average salary from just and undergrad degree.

**Career Possibilities:**
- **Computer and Information Systems Manager:** Those in this profession plan, direct, and coordinate activities in data processing, informations systems, and computer programming. This would be a perfect fit for me as I could lead a team of individuals. Being able to respectfully control and discipline employees would also be an intriguing task.

- **Computer Programmers:** This field is centered around creating, modifying, and testing code that allows computer applications to run. I have beginning-level experience in these activities and enjoy working on these skills. I think I could be an influential person in this field as I grow my programming skills.
In-Depth Major: **Management (SPEA)**

**Fit:**
This major is very fitting for me, as it covers marketing, finance, and law which all demand rational thinking. Specifically, in the law aspect, my factual and law abiding personality would prosper. While I haven't mentioned law as my sole interest, I am currently taking two law classes that I thoroughly enjoy and understand.

**Unique to SPEA:**
Graduates from this degree have earned jobs in big cities like Chicago, Nashville, and San Francisco and work for huge companies like Apple. Additionally, SPEA offers a Washington Leadership Program and a Professional Develop Internship through this major. Thus, allowing me to improve on the real-world skills needed to succeed with this major.

**Career Possibilities:**

**Risk Management Specialist:** Analyze and manage risk issues by identifying, measuring, and making decisions on risk for an organization. With natural leadership qualities and being a dependable, I believe I could be a great fit for this job. Also, I have always been the most responsible friend in my friend group because of my rational mindset which I think would aid me in this field.

**Real Estate Manager:** In this profession you plan, direct, and coordinate the buying, selling, and leasing of commercial, industrial, or residential properties. I am currently involved in the Real Estate club and have basic knowledge needed for this job. Also, I believe I could run my own Real Estate firm, in which I would be able to use my interest in managing people in teams.